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ABSTRACT

Estimation of static and dynamic energy of caches is crit-
ical for high-performance low-power designs. Commercial
CAD tools performing energy estimation statically are not
aware of the changing operating and environmental condi-
tions which makes the problem of energy estimation more
dynamic in nature. It is worsened by process induced varia-
tions of low level parameters like threshold voltage and chan-
nel length. In this paper we present MODEST, a proposal
for estimating the static and dynamic energy of caches tak-
ing into account spatial variations of physical parameters,
temporal changes of supply voltage and environmental fac-
tors like temperature. It can be used to estimate the energy
of different blocks of a cache based on a combination empir-
ical data and analytical equations. The observed maximum
and median error between MODEST and HSPICE energy-
estimates for 22,500 samples is around 7.8% and 0.5% re-
spectively. As a case study, using MODEST, we propose
a two step iterative optimization procedure involving Dual-
Vth assignment and standby supply voltage minimization
for reclaiming energy-constrained caches. The observed en-
ergy reduction is around 50.8% for the most-leaky Cache. A
speed-up of 750X over conventional hard-coded implemen-
tation for such optimizations is achieved.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.3.2 [Memory Structures]: Cache Memories
General Terms
Algorithm, Design
Keywords
Cache Design, Spatio-Temporal Variability, DSM Scaling

1 Introduction

The importance of dynamic and static energy consump-
tion in caches has prompted chip designers to build tools
with different levels of abstraction capable of performing
design space exploration of such energy-constrained caches
throughout the design flow. These tools provide enough flex-
ibility to rapidly explore different designs with sufficient ac-
curacy. However, increasing interaction of low level process-
parameters with processor performance prompts the need
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for development of architectural level models designed for
simultaneous co-exploration of circuit-centric optimizations.

As we move from one process technology to another, we
achieve a moderate reduction in switching energy but leak-
age due to sub-threshold and gate-oxide currents -in turn-
grows exponentially caused by the reduced threshold voltage
and increasing dependence on temperature. Further, switch-
ing speed has decreased as the ratio of Vdd/Vth is reduced
limiting the current driving capabilities. While supply volt-
age scaling has helped -to a great extent- in reducing the
switching energy, in order to maintain robustness and reli-
able operation, the generational reduction in Vth has led to
a significant increase in static energy (leakage). Individual
techniques like dual Vth assignment, body biasing & source
biasing [1, 2] have been proposed for reducing leakage en-
ergy consumption but they impose penalties in the form of
performance reduction and area overhead.

Caches are an important aspect of a system from a per-
formance, energy and area point of view. As the number of
inactive (idle) transistors begins to dominate the number of
active transistors [3], static energy becomes the major source
of energy consumption. In order to have a thorough under-
standing of memory system behavior, we need to accurately
account for both static and dynamic components of energy in
the presence of spatio-temporal variations. Energy estima-
tion in caches is possible through analytical, empirical and a
combination of both methods [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Analytical mod-
els require a deep understanding of device-level physics while
empirical models replicate the behavior of results produced
by experiments on actual systems. Most designers prefer not
to use empirical modeling techniques as they require com-
plete specifications which are seldom available early in the
design stage. On the other hand, analytical techniques rely
heavily on theoretical approaches and most of the times, do
not scale well with future technologies. Liang et al. [5] has
demonstrated a hybrid analytical-empirical technique that
takes the flexibility of analytical modeling while maintaining
the accuracy and robustness of empirical solutions. Due to
the very high dependence of sub-threshold and gate-leakage
components on temperature and threshold, any high level
approach targeting estimation of energy without the con-
sideration of temperature and supply voltage variation is
-nowadays- not a justified attempt.

The contribution of this paper is to develop a model for
determining the energy-deviation of different cache blocks
subject to spatio-temporal variability through a combina-
tion of simulation & interpolation. The model can then be
applied for design space exploration of energy-constrained
and delay-critical cache designs. In this paper we show the
results for one particular cache configuration but given the
model’s scalability and parametrizability characteristics, it
is easily retargetable to other designs and technology nodes.
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The rest of paper is organized as follows. In the following
Section 2, we discuss about the related work. In Section 3,
based on the conclusions of Section 2, we discuss the need
and enumerate the requirements for a new model. In Section
4, we discuss MODEST modeling technique for estimating
static and dynamic energy of caches under combined effects
of spatio-temporal variations. In Section 5, we then validate
our technique by computing the error in calculation of en-
ergy between HSPICE and MODEST. We also discuss the
benefits of estimating delay and energy simultaneously for
such energy constrained caches. In section 6,we present a
case study exploring the wide-usage of the proposed model.
Finally, in Section 7, we present the concluding remarks.

2 Background and Related Work

Analytical techniques estimate the energy dissipation by
identifying important blocks that consume considerable en-
ergy and deriving analytical formulas for the node capac-
itance. In [4] detailed SPICE level simulations involving
a Characterization and Power Estimation phases is carried
out. It takes the input vectors and component states as
input and generates an output set of model parameters. Si-
multaneously, the memory array is simulated using SPICE
for power estimates and multiple lookup tables are created
for referencing. A model is generated using a cache of size
64b which is small even for the size of a single bank. Pro-
cess variations are modeled by assuming a single standard
deviation thereby not accounting for correlation in param-
eter values across the length of the die. Chinosi et al. [8]
have proposed a blackbox modeling approach where step-
wise linear regression is used for building a regression tree
using neural networks. The required output information for
modeling is inferred from the responses for the different set
of inputs and control. In the sub-65nm regime, not account-
ing for PVT variations limits the usability of this approach.
Schmidt et al. [9] have proposed a non-linear regression
based modeling approach which again assumes a blackbox
modeling technique.However, like the previous approach, the
model does not delve into modeling under combined effects
of PVT variation. IDAP [6] is a tool for power estimation in
caches and relies on a mix of SPICE level simulations and
analytical models. The model assumes zero dynamic power
for write operation thereby not accounting for decoder and
control circuitry transitions. Also, the short-circuit power is
accounted for as a fixed proportion of the capacitive switch-
ing energy. In reality, the short-circuit energy is dependent
on the threshold of transistors whereas capacitive switch-
ing energy is dependent on the supply voltage and capaci-
tance values. Not assuming the right sources, leads to under-
estimation of other components of dynamic energy.
Analyzing the benefits and pitfalls of the models discussed

above, the non-capacitance based model proposed will esti-
mate the energy of every block separately under the com-
bined effects of spatio-temporal variations.

3 Model Requirements

By having knowledge of the drawback of existing models a
priori, it is possible to develop one with minimal limitations
by careful analysis of the requirements early in the design
stage itself. Satisfiable model properties are:
1) MODEST behavior : The model has to be simple to
implement and yet reach accuracy levels close to empirical
data. The multi dimension regression problem is simplified
by decomposing into lesser dimensions by a combination of
a regression and clustering. This can be performed by mod-
eling the dependency of each parameters on the final energy
estimates.
2) Leakage mechanism : As shown in Figure 1, we should

account for different components of static energy namely
gate and sub-threshold leakage. During any read/write op-
eration(r/w), the application of a gate voltage to all the
cells in the decoded row will contribute significantly to the
gate leakage. Even the inactive cells in that row will leak
due to the presence of this voltage on the wordline. Sim-
ilarly, a high on the bitline will affect all cells in a given
column irrespective of the selected row due to effect of sub-
threshold leakage. For the benefit of the reader, we term
the dissipation due to gate-oxide leakage in a given row as
wordline-active and the leakage due to sub-threshold in ’n’
columns as bitline-active where ’n’ is r/w width.
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Figure 1: Leakage in 6T SRAM Cell
3) Temporal variations : Often, it is not possible to eval-
uate the benefits of multiple designs due to the complexity
involved in the design implementation. For example, in or-
der to evaluate the thermal stability of a given circuit, the
production of faults can be accelerated by enhancing the
operating conditions such as temperature and studying the
impact of such variations on reliability and performance.

Figure 2: (a) Energy Vs Supply Voltage Vs Temperature & (b)
Energy Vs Supply Voltage Vs Technology

As shown in Figure 2(a), we evaluate the energy consump-
tion for a 32nm cache design (32KB) with varying supply
voltage and temperature, normalized to the value at 0.6V
and 30◦C. It should be noted in this case that a signifi-
cant portion of energy consumption is due to leakage and
not accounting for temperature variations results in under-
estimation of leakage energy. While, procedures like burn-
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in and post-fabrication tuning have the same functionality,
they require prototype chips which are seldom available at
early design stages. Another base requirement for the model
is the estimation should be independent of a given technol-
ogy and characteristics such as non-linear scaling should be
well captured. As shown in Figure 2(b), we plot the energy
estimates for different technologies for different supply volt-
ages, normalized to the value at 0.6V of 22nm tech node. It
is evident from the plot that the potential benefits of scal-
ing supply voltage is a quantum reduction in the energy
consumption and with reducing feature sizes the reduction
is greater. Analytical models could well be used for scaling
sizes and other characteristics of the devices.

4 Modeling of Energy
In this section, we discuss the modeling technique used for
estimation of dynamic and static energy components in a
cache. The total energy required for any operation (read,write
or precharge) can be derived as,

Energytotal = Energydynamic + Energystatic (1)

= (Energyswitching + Energyshortcircuit

+ Energyglitch) + (Energyleakage

+ Energypseudo−nmos)

Energytotal = Vdd

[

∫ endidle

starttransition

Isupply dt +

∫ time@V al=Vdd−|Vtp|

time@V al=Vtn

Idevice dt

+

∫ endglitch

startglitch

Iinput dt

]

(2)

= Vdd

[(

∫ endtransition

starttransition

Isupply dt+

∫ endidle

startidle

Isupply dt

)

+

∫ endglitch

startglitch

Iinput dt+

∫ time@V al=Vdd−|Vtp|

time@V al=Vtn

Idevice dt

]

(3)

Based on the premise that energy due to glitches has a mini-
mal impact, we ignore this component of energy. Since we do
not adopt a pseudo-nmos design style, it is safe to ignore DC-
Standby components as well. Also, switching energy can be
estimated accurately only through capacitance extraction.
Circuit level simulators like HSPICE do not provide a direct
method to estimate switching energy. We compute the inte-
gral of the current through the supply over the entire time
period and over the time period there is zero-activity (idle
period) and we subtract the latter from the former to com-
pute the switching energy. Such a technique has been envis-
aged in [10]. This method also provides means of computing
the short-circuit and static energy components accurately.

Energydynamic = Vdd

[

∫ endidle

starttransition

Isupply dt −

∫ endidle

startidle

Isupply dt

]

+ Vdd

∫ time@V al=Vdd−|Vtp|

time@V al=Vtn

Idevice dt (4)

Energystatic = Vdd

∫ endidle

startidle

Isupply dt (5)

Once the total static energy is estimated, the models pro-
posed in [11] for estimating the different components of static
energy is used. The cache design implemented in [12] is
used in this study as well. It is a 32KB cache with multiple
1KB data blocks. Each of these blocks is organized into 128
columns and 64 rows. Energy is estimated for a period of
write followed by precharge and then read. The control cir-
cuitry is responsible for generating and synchronizing local

and global timing signals. The array and row decoder are
designed with dynamic CMOS, the column multiplexer is
a pass-transistor based tree design and a differential sense
amplifier capable of amplifying very low voltage swings is
designed. The total energy for any of the three operations
(r/w/p) is derived as the summation of the dynamic & static
energy of different blocks at different instants of time as
given in Equation 8.

CacheEnergy = Energyactive−blk + Energyinact−blk (6)

= EPeriphery + Eactive−cells

+ Ewline−active + Ebline−active + Econtrol

+ Einactive−cells + Einactive−block (7)

= (Eprecharge + Ecolumn−mux + EDriver

+ Ebank−selector) + Eactive−cells

+ Ewline−active + Ebline−active + Econtrol

+ Einactive−cells + Energyinactive−block(8)

While size of the array sub-block is fixed, we can generalize
the model for any given size by extending the proposal of [5].
The energy consumption for a cache having an array sub-
block with m rows, n columns and p as the read/write width
is derived as shown in Equation 9. The energy consumption
of the inactive blocks is denoted as a function of the number
of rows and columns.

CacheEnergy = Eprecharge + Ecolumn−mux + EDriver

+ EBank−Selector) + p ∗ E(active/cell)

+ (n− p) ∗ E(wordline−active/cell)

+ (m− 1) ∗ p ∗ E(bitline−active/cell)

+ Econtrol + (m− 1)(n− p)E(inactive/cell)

+ Energyinactive−block ∗ f(m,n) (9)

We simulate the entire cache at 30◦C with zero-spatial varia-
tion and estimate the energy consumption of each block. As
shown in Table 1, it can be seen that a considerable portion
of the energy is consumed by unused blocks. There are no

Component Type Consumption(%)
Control1 Static&Dynamic 0.018

Block Decoder1 Static&Dynamic 0.044
Row Decoder1 Static&Dynamic 0.093

Wordline Active1 Static 0.195
Active Cells1 Static&Dynamic 0.246
Periphery1 Static&Dynamic 0.298

Bitline Active1 Static 0.084
Inactive Cells1 Static 2.660
Inactive Blocks Static 95.570

Table 1: Energy breakdown for different Blocks

r/w access to unused blocks and the energy consumed cor-
responds to the static energy consumption. The dynamic
energy required for completing the 3 operations is 0.4% and
the rest of the energy consumed corresponds to the static
energy of the active and inactive blocks. Using the two-cell
bitline and wordline models, we can estimate the energy of
a cache of any given size. However, the scalability would
be limited only to the size of the cache and would not take
into account variations of physical parameters and changing
operating conditions. In order to estimate the energy in a
more realistic scenario, we adopt the quadtree based multi-
level partition model, Figure 3, for modeling spatial varia-
tions [13]. The bottommost level representing intra-die ran-
dom variations is modeled by dividing the area of the circuit

1Active Block
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Figure 3: Quadtree based Modeling of Spatial Variations

into quadrants of equal size and for each spatially varying
parameter we generate a Gaussian distributed random value.
Layout-geometry based correlation is achieved by modeling
the intra-die systematic variations in the mid level and dis-
tance based correlation by virtue of circuit topology and it-
erative closed-loop generation of parameter values. The top
most level represents inter-die variations and this deviation
is the same across all dies in a wafer.
Under the effects of the spatio-temporal variations, energy

can be modeled as

Energyvariation = Energynominal + δEnergy (10)

δEnergy ≃ f(~x, Vdd, T ) (11)

where ~x is a vector of spatial parameters, Vdd is supply volt-
age and T, temperature. It is also known that each of these
variables is independent and can be varied irrespective of
the value of other parameters. The measured difference in
energy due to ST variation, δEnergy, can be approximated
using a second order best fit curve as,

δEnergy ≃ α+

n
∑

i=1

xi ∗ βi +

n
∑

i=1

x
2
i ∗ γi (12)

where α, β & γ are coefficients of the fitted equation. Then
Equation 12 can be used to estimate the energy deviation
due to ST variations. However, estimation of energy at the
block level has a major disadvantage. Depending upon the
row and column address, inactive and active cells in the
memory array occupy multiple grids at different locations at
the bottommost level in the quadtree. Each of these grids
have different parameter distribution. In order to estimate
the total energy of the memory array, we need to take into
account multiple distributions of the same parameter at dif-
ferent locations on the grid. The process of selecting the
right set of parameters by main effect analysis is pivotal for
the model performance. We exercise the entire procedure by
estimating the deviation due to the independent variation of
each of the parameters [14]. The difference in energy due to
simultaneous deviation of ~x, Vdd & T from nominal values
can be approximated as

δEnergy ≃ f(~x, Vdd, T )− f(~x0, Vddnom , Tnom) (13)

Now, by varying each of spatial and temporal parameters
separately, Equation 13 can be further approximated as,

δEnergy ≃ [f((~x0, Vddnom , T )− f(~x0, Vddnom , Tnom)]

+ [f(~x0, Vdd, Tnom)− f(~x0, Vddnom , Tnom)]

+[f(~x, Vddnom , Tnom)− f(~x0, Vddnom , Tnom)](14)

The advantage of reducing the total dimensions of the regres-
sion equation is to achieve better control over the system.
The above approximation enables us to select a minimum
number of parameters that have maximum effect on the en-
ergy deviation. In other words, by varying few parameters
we can observe maximum changes.

5 Simulation Results

We validate our model by comparing the results of HSPICE
with MODEST. As mentioned previously, we simulate a
32KB direct mapped cache based on 16nm PTMwith HSPICE
on a dedicated server with Dual Core processor running at
3.06GHz with 4GB memory. As explained in [15], it is as-

Figure 4: Percentage Error between HSPICE and MODEST

sumed that the variances of intra-die systematic and random
variation to be equal. We set σ for systematic and random
variations of Vth as 6.4%. Further, in deep submicron tech-
nologies there is a strong correlation in values of Leff and
Vth. In our study we assume the variance of Leff to be half
of that of Vth [15]. The systematic and random variations
for Leff is derived as 3.2%. The inter-die variations of both
parameters is set to an offset value of 3%. While some re-
searchers may argue that the amount of within-die variation
in regular structures like memory is far lesser, it is safe to
assume that MODEST will work well within the bounds of
the total parameter deviation irrespective of the individual
inter-die and within-die distributions. As for temporal varia-
tions, we simulate at temperatures from 30◦C to 110◦C with
10◦C steps. As energy has very high dependence on supply
voltage, a scaling from 1V to 0.6V is exercised. In order
to build a minimum error model, 500 monte-carlo samples
for each temperature range for 9 ranges of temperature and
5 voltage levels are simulated. Thus the total number of
samples generated is 22,500. When comparing with other
models having similar functionality [6, 5, 8], error rate of
MODEST is by far the least. The computed average median
error over the entire set is near 0.5% with a maximum ob-
servable error of 7.8%. The accuracy particularly degrades
in the 0.7V range which can be attributed to the non-linear
behavior of the model in capturing linear characteristics.

5.1 Supply Voltage Reduction Analysis

Once the model is defined and verified, we conducted an
evaluation of the effects on supply voltage reduction as well
as energy-delay study of the 32KB cache under spatio-temporal
variations. Figure 5 shows the benefits of supply voltage re-
duction. The cache -in this case- was simulated with zero
spatial variations and maintained at 80◦C to isolate the ef-
fect of supply voltage reduction from other factors. The
energy estimated was normalized to the value at 1V. Since
reducing supply voltage has potential performance loss with
reducing (Vdd - Vth), we run MODEST simultaneously with
the delay model proposed in [12]. For a fixed threshold, the
overall increase in delay from 1V to 0.6V is of the order of
2.5X. While a performance loss of such extent is intolera-
ble, the aim of the study is to arrive at an optimal delay
and energy configuration by means of careful supply voltage
selection.
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Figure 5: Energy Savings for Supply Voltage Scaling

5.2 Energy-Delay Analysis

Figure 6 shows the impact of spatio-temperature variations
on energy variation. The values are normalized to the most
energy efficient cache at 30◦C operating at 1V. Figure 6
shows that difference between minimum and maximum en-
ergy consuming caches maintained at the same temperature
is around 12X. The difference for the same chip at the ends
of the temperature range is around 2.3X. By running MOD-

Figure 6: Energy Variation under Spatio-Temperature Variation

EST and the delay model simultaneously, we also observe
that in the presence of temperature variations the point of
convergence of energy and delay need not necessarily corre-
spond to the optimum supply voltage. This is because the
energy deviation due to temperature variations is an order
of magnitude greater than that of delay. This means that
in the absence of spatial variations, the supply voltage for
optimum energy-delay product is 0.6V (30◦C) which is one
case that is known intuitively. From Figure 7, when con-
sidering only temporal variations, it is clear that voltage
scaling is a promising technique for energy reduction but at
the cost of reduced performance. We also know that temper-
ature variations are very much dependent on hotspot gen-
eration and computed workload. Temperature reduction is
possible iteratively through dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling schemes which reduce the dynamic power but once
again at the cost of performance. On the other hand, it is
known that leakage is highly dependent on threshold volt-
age and delay dependent on supply voltage - threshold dif-
ference. Dual-Vth assignment [16] has been proposed for
leakage reduction in energy-constrained areas and improving
the delay of delay-critical paths. However due to reducing
supply-threshold margins, variation of one (Vth|Vdd) without

Figure 7: Energy-Delay Variation under Temporal Variation

the other (Vdd|Vth) would lead to serious reliability issues.
Figure 8 shows the variation of energy and delay due to spa-

Figure 8: Probability of Energy-Delay Variation under Spatial
Variations

tial variations. The values are normalized to that of a chip
with zero spatial-variation at 30◦C. Comparing Figure 6 and
Figure 8, it can be seen there is a 3.4X difference between the
maximum energy consuming dies in both cases which only
means there is still enough scope for energy savings under ST
variations without significant performance loss. For a fixed
supply voltage, reducing Vth also decreases delay which is
also an observed trend. On the left-hand side of the zero-
variation (delay) line are chips with maximum delay and
minimum energy. These have higher Vth and higher Leff

due to spatial variations from manufacturing. In-between
the zero-variation(energy) and zero-variation(delay) is the
region with ideal delay and ideal energy chips. Intuitively, it
can be understood that they have lower Leff in delay critical
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paths and higher Vth in energy-constrained areas and vice-
versa. We would like to call this region(dark-grey) as the
window of reclamation (WOR). Reclamation of maximum-
energy chips can be achieved by minimization of standby
supply voltage and active supply voltage assignment [17, 18].
Reclamation of maximum-delay chips can be achieved by in-
creasing the Vth of delay-critical paths [16]. This way the
optimized energy-delay of all chips subjected to spatial vari-
ability can be made closer to the chips with zero-variability.

6 Case Study: Fast Per-Chip EnergyOptimiza-

tion through selective Dual Vth assignment

In this section we present a case study describing the wide-
usage of the model. We show how through the fast feed-
back of the model we are able to determine the appropriate
Vth value for the delay critical paths and the appropriate
supply voltage for unused blocks so that the overall energy
consumption is reduced at its maximum. This is a study

Figure 9: Simultaneous Dual-Vth & Standby Supply Voltage
Minimization Optimization

of the potential of the technique when combined with the
fast predictions of the model, implementation details are
out of the scope of this work. To begin with, we pick a chip
with maximum Vth and Leff variation (most-leaky) main-
tained at 80◦C and try to bring it into the WOR iteratively
through Dual Vth assignment and supply voltage minimiza-
tion. Given an access to the cache, Figure 9 shows the en-
ergy costs, we increase the Vth of the blocks that may be
part of the critical (delay) path. Simultaneously, we reduce
the standby supply voltage of unaccessed blocks. The 2 op-
timization steps have been performed mathematically using
the model and verified against implementation in HSPICE.
The median error is on the order of the one reported for
the model. Reducing the standby voltage of unused blocks
by itself reduces the energy by 35% in the best case. Fur-
ther reduction in energy is possible by increasing the Vth

of energy-constrained blocks. In the case of 5% increase,
it yields a further reduction of 7% in energy, totalling 43%
reduction. Increasing the threshold by 10% yields 50.8% re-
duction in overall energy. Also it can be observed that the
difference is very minimal across the supply voltage range
for 10% increase in Vth. Thus for performance and relia-
bility critical applications it is better to scale the standby
supply voltage to 80% of the operating voltage. MODEST
achieved a speed-up of 750X over HSPICE for performing
the dual-optimization with 3 sets of 5 voltage levels.

7 Conclusion

This paper proposes MODEST, a model for estimating the
dynamic and static energy of caches under combined effects
of spatio-temporal variability. The model based on simula-

tion & interpolation is developed and validated against data
obtained from simulations with HSPICE. It provides enough
scope for specification of technological constraints and can
be integrated along with a delay model into early-stage de-
sign tools with provisions for circuit-level optimizations as
well as analysis. We show some analysis that may be done
with the model. We show that variations may induce a
12x variation in energy consumption for the same designed
cache and, on top of that, temperature variations may add
another 2.3X. Finally, we propose a mechanism for reclaim-
ing energy-constrained caches iteratively through Dual-Vth

and standby supply voltage minimization. The 2 step opti-
mization process resulted in reducing the energy by 50.8%
with minimal performance degradation.
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